Frequently Asked Questions
Where can I purchase replacement filters and cells?
External Filters and ActivePure® Cells can be purchased at GAL and Vantage Regional Service
Centers.
What is ActivePure® Technology?
CleanCab™ with ActivePure® Technology pulls oxygen and water molecules in the air through
ActivePure’s patented honeycomb matrix where powerful oxidizers, known as ActivePure®
Molecules are created. The ActivePure® Molecules are then released back into the room, where
they seek and destroy pathogens such as, DNA and RNA viruses including SARS-CoV-2 (novel
coronavirus), Swine Flu (H1N1), Avian Bird Flu (H5N8), Hepatitis A (HAV) and MS2
bacteriophage, regardless of their size, on surfaces and in the air.
Does CleanCab™ eliminate COVID-19?
Yes. CleanCab™ is proven to eliminate COVID-19 on both surfaces and air. ActivePure®
Technology was tested on live SARS-CoV-2 virus, not proxy or surrogate strains like many
competing technologies use. Demonstrated kill rate of 99.96% of airborne SARS-CoV-2 within 3
minutes.
Does CleanCab™ protect surfaces?
Yes
How frequently do filters and cells need to be replaced?
Recommended Maintenance: Change external filter on return side every three (3) months,
change the ActivePure® cell every 12 months. Both filter and cell can be purchased from GAL or
a Vantage Regional Service Center.
What are the product dimensions?
20 x 7 x 4.25 inches
What is the product weight?
8 lbs
What are the power requirements?
 120V 60Hz 43W
 Current draw is .36A

Certifications?
Technical Certification – Underwriter Laboratories (UL)
ActivePure® Certification – ActivePure Technologies, LLC, announced that its air purifying
technology inactivated over 99.9% of highly concentrated airborne SARS-CoV-2 virus in an
enclosed setting in just 3 minutes, below detectable levels. Testing of the ActivePure
Technology® was conducted by one of the world's top biosafety testing facilities, the University
of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB), which primarily tests for the U.S. military and the Centers for
Disease Control (CDC). The tests were done in triplicate, according to FDA guidelines and
protocols. Live SARS-Cov-2 virus was sprayed into a test chamber at extremely high
concentrations (7+ logs, or over 10 million particles per milliliter).

